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ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

Web-based documentation platforms afford lightweight and
visually rich mechanisms for designers to share documentation
online, yet present challenges regarding representation, particularly for collaborative teams. This paper highlights some of
these issues through a descriptive case study based on the use of
a new web-based social media tool for documenting the development of design projects called Build in Progress. Undergraduate
students worked in teams to design musical construction kits and
documented their process using Build in Progress over the course
of three weeks. We examined students’ project pages to determine
trends with how students visually represented their design process, and we gathered students’ experiences using the platform
through surveys and interviews with select project teams. We
found that groups developed their own representations of their
design process via tree structures afforded by Build in Progress
that present the simultaneous development of distinct elements of
their projects and highlight the contributions of each student on
the team. The interviews revealed differences between how internal and external documentation are presented and contrasting
approaches to creating narrative and instructional documentation based on the intended audience. In particular, we found that
students interpreted the tool as one used to help others recreate
their design, which led to the omission of several parts of their
design process, including experimentation and mistakes. These
results suggest the need to further develop tools to support reflection on process rather than product.

For novice designers, learning a design process involves a
challenging balance of responding to ambiguity and uncertainty,
gaining domain expertise, and learning to collaborate with others. Reflecting on the design process is commonly seen as critical for design students to gain design-thinking skills [1–3] and is
often encouraged through documentation. With documentation,
designers can capture not only what they create but also their
rationale behind design decisions that ultimately impact their final product. As a tool for self-reflection, documentation enables
students to reassess their individual capabilities and growth as
designers. When design documentation is shared publicly, it has
the additional benefits of helping students exhibit their understanding of the design process and share their experiences and
knowledge with an audience beyond their immediate peers.
Prior research on documenting design processes range from
understanding how experts visually depict steps of a design process [4] to how students represent design and engineering process
over time [5] to how freshmen undergraduate students order steps
of the design process [6]. As designers gain expertise, they may
extend traditional, linear-based design processes to represent a
more cyclical, iterative design process [4, 5]. Additionally, expert designers emphasize the importance of communication and
teamwork, which may not necessarily be embodied in linear representations of design processes [4]. Thus, the creation of tools
that help students develop and refine their own design practices
may help them gain expertise as designers.
1
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While existing research has analyzed the role of personal
design journals in facilitating student reflection [7], web-based
tools have introduced powerful features for collaboration and
have become increasingly important for project teams to communicate their work both internally and externally [8–11]. The
uptake of documentation platforms such as wikis is aligned with
the emergence and popularity of social media that create opportunities for people to share user-generated content [12]. However, the sharing of content online carries several unique obstacles. Self-presentation and self-disclosures are issues faced by
users sharing their experiences publicly through the web [12];
as users see the work they share online as an extension of their
persona, they curate the content they share such that it aligns
with how they wish to be perceived [13]. Thus, we can imagine
that the sharing of iterative design processes that may involve refinement in response to mistakes or setbacks can be particularly
challenging for users to share publicly online.
Another issue with documenting design process online is
the organization and presentation of information. Creating design documentation involves the representation of design process, which have been visually represented in many forms, including vertical or horizontal block-flow diagrams (indicating
a sequential design process), horizontal divergence and convergence diagrams (which show narrowing and expanding due to
exploration or re-focusing) and cyclical diagrams (emphasizing
iteration and concurrency) [4, 14]. While popular existing platforms such as blogs and wikis often organize entries linearly and
chronologically [15–17], this perspective may make it difficult
for readers to gain a sense of the overall scope of the work and
may not best represent the iterative and collaborative nature of
many design processes [18, 19]. Web-based documentation platforms have the capability of combining rich media and visualization to represent design processes in new ways. In particular, the
integration of multiple media formats can enable collaborative
design teams to represent both technical aspects of their design
process (sketches, prototypes, and technical drawings) as well as
human aspects (group discussions, decisions, and rationales behind these decisions) [20]. As the integration of these two factors
are an indication of more successful design teams [21], enabling
lightweight methods for collaborative design teams to organize
this information can improve performance.
To examine the potential of web-based tools for collaborative teams to document and share their design process, we studied how novice designers documented design projects utilizing
a new, publicly-accessible, web-based platform called Build in
Progress [22]. Build in Progress (BiP), developed by one of the
authors, is a lightweight tool specifically designed to help users
share design projects as they develop rather than after the project
is complete. The steps taken within a project are visually represented using a tree structure that shows pathways and decisionmaking in the design process. In this case study, undergraduate students worked collaboratively in groups to develop musical

construction kits over the course of three weeks and documented
the development of their project using BiP. Through the students’
use of the platform, we explore the following research questions:
1. How do designers visually represent the pathways in their
design process using Build in Progress?
2. How accurately do design projects shared online represent
the actual process designers experience in creating their
project?
In essence, we are concerned not only with how designers
represent their process online but also what they communicate as
steps in their process. Through analyzing novice designers’ documentation on BiP and surveying and interviewing select project
teams, we uncover opportunities and challenges resulting from
sharing design documentation on the web. The results of this
paper can be used to refine the design of web-based tools for collaborative design teams and, more broadly, to improve the framing of documentation activities to encourage particular types of
reflection practices.

BUILD IN PROGRESS
In this study, students used a new web-based social media
tool called Build in Progress (BiP), a platform being developed
by one of the authors to support designers publicly documenting
the development of their design projects [22]. The goals of BiP
are to enable users to share the story of and rationale for creating a design and shed light on the design process by emphasizing
process over a final product. We chose to use BiP because of its
affordances for supporting documentation during the design process rather than after a project is complete and because it affords
nuanced ways of visually representing a design process.
Using BiP, designers are encouraged to represent the entirety
of their design process, including design iterations, setbacks, and
reflections, through text descriptions and media, such as images,
videos, and sound clips. On a BiP project page, process is represented in two forms: a process map (on the left in Figure 1),
which visually represents various pathways and design decisions
in a project’s development, and a process blog (on the right in
Figure 1), a list of entries (organized chronologically) that provide further detail into each step carried out through the design
process. Users can navigate through project pages by scrolling
vertically through the process blog or clicking on individual steps
in the process map to automatically scroll to the corresponding
step in the process blog.
The process blog enables users to describe procedures and
rationale for each step in their design process via a blog entry.
With each blog entry, user provide a name and description of the
step and can upload supplementary media such as images and
video. Furthermore, users can leave feedback and suggestions
on project pages by way of comments in the process blog.
2
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FIGURE 1: A SAMPLE BUILD IN PROGRESS PROJECT

FIGURE 2: A SAMPLE PROCESS MAP TREE STRUCTURE

PAGE
dominantly second year students studying to become K12 music
teachers. Working in groups of three or four over the course
of three weeks, 6 teams consisting of a total of 22 students designed musical construction kits for learning and making music
as well as complementary experience designs, or activities that
could be carried out using their designed kits. Each musical construction kit contained a set of materials a user could assemble
to create various musical instruments and also included paperbased assembly and activity instructions. The kit was to contain
no more than $20 dollars worth of material in order to ensure
that it was easily accessible to a wide audience; many students
repurposed recycled materials and common household items in
their kits. After developing the kit and activities, students tested
their prototypes with users outside of their group in order to solicit feedback and consider possibilities for improving their kits
in future iterations.
Students were asked to document their individual and group
process using BiP, which was introduced as a tool for documenting both the steps taken by the group to create the project
and their thought process behind each step. Each group created a project page for their team and created a single username
to be used by all members of the team for editing the project
page. Groups developed the visual representation of their process through the process map on their project page; importantly,
students were not given direct instruction on how to structure
their projects, so the structures they developed were self-defined.
All of the teams’ project pages on BiP were publicly viewable
throughout the course of the class.
At the end of the course, the researchers analyzed the struc-

The process map provides a more holistic view of the design
process through a node-link structure connecting individual steps
via horizontal and vertical branches (Figure 2). The content of
the process map (the names of individual steps and images associated with the step) are automatically generated when a user
creates a new blog entry for a step in the process blog. However,
the user manually organizes the structure, or branching, of the
process map by clicking and dragging steps to rearrange them.
When a blog entry for a new step is created, the step is automatically appended to the last step in the process map. This means
that for new projects, all steps are connected in a vertical, linear
structure in the process map until a user decides to rearrange the
structure otherwise.
It should be noted that BiP does not impose a process structure, but instead allows the user to define their own structure as
their process emerges. This provides opportunities for users to
not only reflect on what they create but reflect on the process by
which they created it.

METHODOLOGY
To investigate how novice designers represent collaborative
design processes online, students in an undergraduate music education course at a mid-Atlantic university were tasked with developing a design project and documenting their process using
BiP. This unique population of music education students provided a means to understand how novice designers represent a
collaborative design project. Students in the course were pre3
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ture of all project pages to determine trends in how students represented their design process. We then individually surveyed and
interviewed two project groups to learn more about their experiences documenting their projects online. These project teams
were selected based on their documentation on BiP, which contained a combination of personal reflections and insights as well
as more instructional documentation intended for the end user
to recreate their project. The survey was administered online
and contained a combination of multiple-choice and open-ended
questions pertaining to the students’ design experience prior to
the course and rationale for structuring their project on BiP. The
survey was designed to take no more than ten minutes to complete. A one-hour, in-person interview was conducted with each
of the two design teams. During the interviews, members of the
teams participated in an activity in which each member outlined
both their individual process and their team process using handdrawn sketches. These sketches were then compared to the representations shown on the BiP website to determine how accurately BiP visually represented their actual process. As a token
of compensation for their participation in the interviews, each
interviewee received a $20 Amazon gift card.

(a) Sample team project page

(b) Iteration in Process Map

FIGURE 3: PROCESS MAP REPRESENTATIONS ON TEAM

PROJECT PAGES

Using the process map, readers can see which projects had
a cohesive, unifying theme and which projects consisted of a
combination of otherwise distinct ideas. For half of the projects,
branching occurred from a step in which students described the
theme of their project, such as building percussion instruments
or using a consistent set of materials across all elements of the
project (such as empty cans or water-filled bottles). For the
remaining projects, branching occurred without developing an
overarching theme, suggesting that students worked more independently in these groups and combined individual projects into
a final kit.
Finally, several users reported confusion over the ordering
of steps in the process blog of their project pages. In the process map, steps are organized chronologically, but because several parts of the project were being developed simultaneously,
some users preferred to navigate project pages directly from their
self-organized process process map rather than scrolling through
the process blog.

RESULTS
We present the results of this case study in three sections.
The first section describes characteristics of the six project pages
developed by the students on BiP, and the second and third sections describe results from the surveys and interviews respectively from the two interviewed groups.
Project Documentation on Build in Progress
The six project teams successfully created documentation
using BiP, with projects averaging a total of 21 steps, or individual entries in the process blog (SD=3.7).

Narrative and Instructional Documentation Students described their process using a combination of narrative
and instructional language. Four out of the six projects included
narrative documentation consisting of descriptions of their intentions (“I was thinking of originally thinking of including a few
rhythm exercises, but I think I may actually include a few simple
percussions rudiments”), reflections (“A lot of the instructions
aren’t as clear as I thought they were.”), and rationales (“Our instrument kit is aimed at elementary grade students”). Narrative
documentation was written in the first person. This is in contrast
to more instructional documentation in which students explained
how a user would assemble and use their kit (“Tap the container
a few times to get an idea of what your drum will sound like”).
All six projects on Build in Progress contained instructional documentation written in the second person.
Narrative documentation most consistently appeared for

Visual Representations of Process All teams chose
to present their process using multiple branches depicting the simultaneous development of multiple parts of their project (Figure 3). Branches signified several interrelated ideas including 1)
different subproducts (in this case, instruments that could be created using the kits), 2) different experiences, or activities, that
could be carried out using the assembled kit, and 3) different
team members and their respective contributions to the project.
For one of the six projects, branching was used to represent
potential design alternatives (Figure 3b). The students in this
group described three different versions of Component C, with
C1 being the most desired solution, C2 being the backup for C1,
and C3 being the last resort. As can be seen in Figure 3b, the
students ultimately chose C2, although they did not indicate in
their documentation why they made this decision.
4
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to narrative (5) what type of project documentation BiP was designed for sharing. Additionally, students were asked where they
felt their teams’ BiP project fell on the same spectrum. Figure
4 presents the students’ responses to these two questions. On
average, the students felt that the purpose of the tool was more
instructional than narrative (µ=2.5). Students’ responses to the
question “Our team’s project on Build in Progress was designed
to be . . . ” indicated that they felt that their projects were slightly
more instructional than their perceptions of the purpose of Build
in Progress as a whole (µ=2.34).
Finally, students were asked to select, from a list of options,
who they thought the audience was for their Build in Progress
project page (students could select multiple options). Most students expressed that the audience for their project was their classmates (75%) and their professor (25%), while two students listed
K12 teachers and one student listed children. Interestingly, no
student selected the options “General Public” or ”Your Teammates.” This result suggests that students felt that their main audience was their immediate peers outside of their own teammates.

FIGURE 4: STUDENTS’ PERCEPTION OF THE PURPOSE

OF BUILD IN PROGRESS AND THEIR TEAM’S PROJECT
DOCUMENTATION

steps at the start of the project and at the end of the project. For
projects that contained narrative documentation, steps at the beginning of the project contained intention and rationale for why
students chose particular materials and what they hoped the user
would gain from using their musical construction kit. Steps towards the end contained reflections, particularly regarding the
results of user testing with their kits.

Interview Results
Interviews enabled the researchers to analyze how closely
the projects shared on BiP mirrored the students’ actual experience developing their projects. In the interviews, students created hand-drawn sketches of their individual and team process
and compared these sketches with the process map they developed on their BiP project page. The sketches and the dialogue
that pursued from this activity elicited differences between internal and external representation of design process.
Discussions with the two groups revealed two different approaches to the collaborative project. When asked to sketch
their group’s collaboration process, the first team (Team 1) drew
sketches focused on the technological tools they used to communicate with one another, namely Facebook and BiP (Figure
5). The students on Team 1 individually determined the type of
instrument they wanted to create, and each worked relatively independently on developing their instructions and corresponding
activity. They then combined each of their final designs into one
kit of materials.
In contrast, the second team’s (Team 2) collaborative process revolved around the roles and responsibilities of the individual group members as indicated by their sketches (Figure 6), and
they worked together to develop a kit of shared components that
would be used across the activities developed by each student.
The distinction in how integrated the final projects were for
these two teams can also been seen on BiP, where Team 1’s process map indicates four independent branches representing each
student’s distinct ideas (Figure 7), while Team 2’s process map
shows that the team came together in the design of their kit (‘Final Product’) before creating branches for each student to describe an activity they developed using the same fundamental set

Survey Results
In this section, we describe the survey results of eight students from two project teams. Prior to the course, six out of the
eight students (75%) had no experience design a physical object,
further highlighting that many students in this course were engaging in a design project for the first time.
Narrative and Instructional Documentation One
open-ended question on the survey asked students to “Please describe, in your own words, what the main purpose of Build in
Progress is.” Responses to this question ranged from emphasizing the instructional quality of the documentation to developing
a more narrative approach to sharing the design process. For example, three students used the phrase ‘thought’ to describe the
purpose of BiP: “[The main purpose of BiP is] to show the different steps in your thought process as you create your projects.”
One of the eight students saw BiP as a site for instructions: “To
make available to others the instructions to construct a variety of
different objects and projects.” The remaining four students saw
BiP as a combination of instructional and narrative documentation: “[To] create an instruction guide and document the progress
of a project.”
Students were asked to rate on a scale from instructional (1)
5
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FIGURE 7: PARTIAL TREE STRUCTURE FROM TEAM 1’S

PROJECT PAGE [23]

FIGURE 5: SKETCH OF TEAM PROCESS FROM STUDENT

IN TEAM 1

FIGURE 6: SKETCH OF TEAM PROCESS FROM STUDENT

IN TEAM 2
FIGURE 8: PARTIAL TREE STRUCTURE FROM TEAM 2’S

PROJECT PAGE [24]
of materials (Figure 8). Both teams expressed that all members
of the team contributed to updating their BiP page. On these
teams, each student was responsible for maintaining their own
branch within the project.
For both teams, students omitted parts of their process on
BiP that they shared through their sketches. We classify these
omissions into three categories: external actions, experimentation, and mistakes. External actions included processes outside
of the immediate use of the kit. For example, neither team documented the process of finding the materials that were included in
their kits, which were purchased or obtained outside of the class.

One student described this distinction as follows: “I mostly had
the ideas on there [BiP]. Like this (pointing to sketch), I wrote
the physical things I did whereas on there [pointing to BiP], it
was more like here’s my idea stream.” Team 2, which met in person more frequently, did not share when their team met to discuss and build their project. Although they shared their ideation
process and the results of their user testing, both teams created
documentation on Build in Progress that focused predominantly
on the description of the final product and how it was used rather
6
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than the development of their kits.
The exclusion of experimentation was another indication of
an overall emphasis on the final product. Through the sketches,
several examples of experimentation and refinement were revealed that were not represented on BiP. For example, one team
had intended to use sand in their final kit, but upon finding that
sand exceeded the budget for materials, they decided to use water, which they found worked just as well. Similarly, a student
on the same team tested several different implements for tapping
bottles to produce noise before picking the best one. When asked
about why they did not share these iterations on BiP, one student
made the distinction that the sketches they created of their team
process was “how we made the project,” and their project page on
BiP was “how you can make the project.” The teams emphasized
that they designed their documentation such that a user viewing
their BiP project page could easily follow their instructions to
recreate their project.
Finally, there was one example of a student who left out a
mistake in his process. A student from Team 1 described testing
his design with a user who incorrectly followed the instructions
and therefore carried out the activity differently than the designer
had intended. The student did not share this experience on the
site, stating that he “didnt feel the need to take up space with
something that was incorrect.” In contrast, another student on
the same team shared unexpected results from her user testing in
her reflection on the BiP project page. Students’ reflections were
generally focused on the final product and how it was used rather
than their process of developing the final product. These results
suggest that the students’ overall understanding of the purpose of
BiP was to share instructions for recreating a final design rather
than convey their personal process of creating it, and they represented their process under this assumption.

this or create things like this because they can just click on the
step if it’s [the project page] is formatted right.”
Several students expressed that they expected the process
blog to follow the tree structure from left to right and top to bottom. Similar to existing blog structures, the process blog shows
steps chronologically, which can be difficult to navigate when
multiple parts of the project are being developed at once. As
a result, some teams navigated their project pages through the
process map rather than scrolling vertically through the process
blog. The addition of the process map already appears to be an
improvement over linear structures on more traditional systems
(such as wikis), and the students’ suggestion indicates opportunities to rethink the organization of information in the process
blog. For example, one possible solution would be for students
to manually indicate in what order they want the steps to appear,
which may provide an additional opportunity for reflection.

How accurately do design projects shared online represent the actual process designers experience in creating their project?
Overall, the BiP projects created by the students leaned more
towards documenting the final design than the process of developing it. However, four out of the six teams represented intention, reflections, and rationale within their projects, often at the
beginning of their projects to describe the goal of their project
and at the end in response to user testing. This result suggests
opportunities to further encourage reflecting on process, particularly as students are developing their prototypes.
Processes that were omitted from BiP include external actions, experimentation, and mistakes. The interviewed students
did not feel that these processes would be necessary for a person
wishing to recreate their project. It is possible that these challenges may have resulted from limitations of the environment of
the case study; the participating students are in a music education program where they are learning to become teachers, and
their assignment also required the development of instructions
for how a user would put together and use their construction kit.
As a result, the students in this study may have been more likely
to consider BiP as an instructional tool rather than one for sharing design process. Interestingly, although students appeared to
write their documentation in a format that would appeal to someone recreating their kit, students felt that the primary audience
for their project documentation was their classmates and professor as indicated through the survey. Overall, further refinement
is needed to encourage reflection on process, potentially through
more explicit encouragement in the user interface and providing
richer model examples of sharing process online.

DISCUSSION
How do designers visually represent the pathways in
their design process using Build in Progress?
In this case study, we found that all teams visually represented their projects on BiP using branching structures indicating the subcomponents, activities, and people developing various
parts of their project. For one project team, the students used the
branching structures to exhibit alternative designs, or backup solutions for a design. The development of these branching structures occurred organically, as students were not instructed to organize their projects in any particular way. The tree structures
were useful to the students in that it gave them an opportunity to
show the simultaneous development of different aspects of their
projects in an organized way. Additionally, it visually indicated
the roles of the different students on the team, helping students
showcase their own contributions. As one student stated, “The
site was really helpful to help organize it [the project]. Visually,
it’s really effective for people who want to learn to do things like
7
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CONCLUSION
By examining how novice designers represent their design process online, this study reveals opportunities for improving visual representations of process and encouraging reflection
on process. Students documenting their projects on Build in
Progress were able to visually represent the simultaneous development of distinct aspects of their projects through branching
structures. The flexibility of the branching structures enabled
students to provide their own meaning to the branches, which
ranged from representing subcomponents to the design, activities
that could be carried out with the subcomponents, and individual
team members’ roles and responsibilities. This insight suggests
that the combination of tree and blog structures can provide an
organized way for viewers to both get an overview of the project
and dive deeper into specific elements of the project.
As expected, students did not reveal all aspects of their
project in their online documentation, which they felt had the
primary purpose of conveying instructions for users to implement their designs. Although the students interviewed did go
through an iterative design process, they chose not to share this
part of their process online. It appears that the reasoning for discrepancies between the students actual design process and what
was shared online is the perception that the tool is meant for instruction rather than narration. This perception may have been
a particular limitation of the exact assignment that BiP was used
for in this case study, which was to develop a kit with instructional material. The results suggest that students may require
more explicit encouragement to reflect on their process and that
future work is needed to determine interface changes, assignment
framing, and instructional guidance that can help foster a more
open community for sharing process over product.
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